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those who have paid the fatal price
in ruling Mexico is increased to seven
..umes aim e 'just a little more than a
century ago, wheu Miguel Hidalgo y
,a.illa, the parish priest of Dolores,
arose as the "liberator" of Mexico
and clutched control from the feeble
ii;:nd of the Spanish viceroy.
An obscure country priest, Hidalgo
conspired with his own parish in'the
state of Guanajuato in 1810, and in the
fall of that year when he rang the WESTERN PACIFIC APPEARS IN
bell of his church to call the people
OF
TO
COURT
APPEALS
to war, an army of 50,000 rallied to
STATE ITS REASONS.
his standard. He pressed on toward
Mexico City with constantly increasing numbers until he had a following OBJECTS TO EEMCIA CUT-OF- F
of 100,000 patriotic but undisciplined
men. A force of only 6,000 veteran
DECLARES ITS USE BY U. P AND
soldiers of Spain delivered a crushing
S P. WOULD STIFLE
1811
drove
and
defeat in January,
COMPETITION.
Hidalgo to the mountains where he
waged guerilla warfare until he was
caught and shot in July. 1811.

SQUAD

LAIuflll

FORMER PRESIDENT AND FORMER
VICE PRESIDENT ARE VICTIMS OF
NOTORIOUS ...FUGITIVE

LAW

General Huerta and His Cabinet Insist the
Incident Could Not Be Avoided

1

FILES SUIT AGAINST

INTERNATIONAL

BROTHERHOOD OF

ELECTRICIANS AS "LABOR TRUST"
-

"

j

of the Organization
Accused of Engaging in Conspiracy

Two Chicago Locals

Taft' Policy Not Changed
The withholding of full recognition,
however, is not In any sense involv- - d
in a decision of any question of intervention in Mexican affairs; President Taft himself has declared that
VIOLATED INTERSTATE COMMERCE LAI
he has not changed his policy in that
regard as a result of the latest developments in the Mexican capital and
it remains tru,e that probably only
HAS AGREED Complaint Sels Forth That They Have Interfered With Transmission;
The list of presidents and emiierors WICKERSHAM
the extreme jeopardy of Americans
of Government and Commercial Messages Intrusted to the
and foreigners in Mexico would be of Mexico whi'h have "listened last
is
to
thus
rifle's
the
TO
speech,"
opened,
Postal Telegraph Cable Company
ATTORNEY GENERAL STATES
Trouble Arose From
regarded as sufficient for a departure
as follows:
from that policy.
DISSOJUDGE HE AFFIRMS
a Dispute Last Year Because of Demands of
Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla, liberator,
CHEME.
LUTION
Washington Is Anxious.
Organized Labor
1811; Jose. Maria Morelos y Pa von,
A feeling, of anxiety over the
Mi-:
1815; Francisco Xavier
president,
in Mexico continued throughSt. Louis,
Feb. 24. Objection to
na, president, 1817; Augastin de Itur-out official circles during the early
the
plan for the dissolution of the
bide, emperor, U'24; Maximilian, archChicago, Feb. 21. Two local unions-o- f
part of the day, but there were no duke of Austria, emperor, 1SGT; Fran- Union
Pacific merthe- - Internationa
Brotherhood of
additional dispatches made public to
cisco I .Madero, president, 1913; Jose ger was filed before the United SALARY BILL
Electrical Workers were sued by the
throw further light on he condition. Pine
States circcit court of appeals' today
Suarez, vice president, 1913.
federal government here today under
It was felt that Ambassador Wilson's
when Attorney General Wickersham
the Sherman anti-trus- t
'law for
message late last night stating that
and Robert S. Lovett, chairman of
' Sonora
PASSES MOUSE
Governor Arrested.
Interference with messages cf
the diplomatic corps would not atEl Paso, Tex., Feb. 24. Manuel the executive committee of the Union
the Postal Telegraph Cable company
tend the luncheon to be givun this
Pacific, appeared to explain the plan
in interstate commerce. Local unions-Nos- .
noon to discuss the situation, would Mascarenas, Jr., who. was appointed of the court.
of
Soiiora.
9 and 134 are named as defendunder
THE
MEASURE
provisional
governor
RECENTLY
PASSED
prove a sufficient indication to the
The objection was filed by F. W.
Orozco but did not serve, and who
ants.
BY THE SENATE IS ADOPTED
Mexican authorities for the purpose
Westi
to have been appointed to McCutcheon, attorney for the
BY BIG MAJORITY
As part of the labor war against
of this and other governments to claims
wno
ern
Pacific
company,
Railway
w'a.s arrested
office
that
by,
Huerta,
the
telegraph company, the governthe
await definite assurances that
here this morning by United States asked a modification in the plan.
24. The ment charges officers and employes of
N.
Santa
Feb.
M.,
Fe,
not
enacted
had
bloody tragedies just
During the course of the argument, bouse this afternoon
was named on
passed the county the unions with combining and conoccurred through any connivance of federal authorities. He
same Indictment issued at San Judge Hook, who, with Circuit Judges salaries bill in
the
the form in spiring, through acts of violence and
exactly
Mexican
administration.
the
Sanborn and Smith, is to pass on the
which it came from the senate. The depredations, to Injure the Postal
While this has 'been asserted in Antonio, Texas, charging conspiracy
plan, said:
bill carries the emergency clause and telegraph wires to Interfere with the
the statements made by Provisional against Emilio Yasquez Gomez and
"I do not want this decree to beothers.
goes into effect immediately upon its transmission of government and
President Huerta and Minister de la
Mascarenas was on his way to come a judicial travesty."
by the governor. The vote niercial messages and interstate com-w- as
Barra, yet, assurances were at the
The objections offered by Attorney
Mexico
City to confer with General
13.
30
to
nierce. The alleged interference is
time given of a searching investigaMcCutcheon were based on the speci- to have been deliberate,
a
declared
senate
in
was
The
session
tion which would officially determine Huerta regarding conditions in So
only
or a fication that the Union Pacific, SouthWhile restraint cf interstate com- few minutes this afternoon, when it
the exact circumstances under which nora. As provisional governor
ue
givMexican border state, Mascarenas ern raitio ana uemrai racuic
the tragedies occurred.
adjourned in order that the republican merce is alleged, the Sherman law is
en exclusive use oi lue.mui
in
the
at!
had
power
party
accepted
members might hold a caucus on the not specifically mentioned in the govFourth Brigade Ordered Oct.
Cal.
Sacramento and Oakland,
disrtric attorneys' salary bill. A number ernment's bill of complaint, which genThe' Fourth brigade of the Second o exico City. ,Tj b actual governor of (between
that? the Western Pacific
-Mwra, a Ma, "'j'o official, has re-- j He asked
v,t
rr,nr.
novo
,f
'
erally declares that the dofe'iidst!;..
army division and the Sixth brigade
'
Mas-and
Aa
Topeka and Santa.. Fe a
Atchison,
j
' l)ave v;o.i.i"!
Hue
government.
a
tu- - alleged unlawful acts
vote
a.
resolution
were ordered today to prepare to en jected the
for
for
const!
cut-ofof
be
use
the
also
Los
given
in
been
carenas
has
sojourning
train to join other troops being mobitional amendment on statewide prolii the rights granted Tinder, tin; con.v.il.i-tioerwise, he argued, the dissolution plan bition.
Calif.
and laws of the United States to
lized. This is a part of the plan to
Military officials at Chihuahua City would perpetuate the monoply which
the telegraph company and ' tie sendassemble a complete military orgaui-- the government sought to destroy,
ers of messages. The government askzation for any untoward events in allege that evidence of a revolutionsecured
been
has
Attorney McCutcheon said that the
against
ary plot
ed that the defendants be enjoine.?
Mexico.
de
to
would
have
S
tailed Western Pacific
fVovprnnr Abraham Gonzales,
from
Later, formal orders were prepared
obstructing interstate and govof General Raba-go- . peud on the Union Pacific for whaternment messages over the Postal;
to actually start the Sixth brigade and Saturday by order
A courier supposed to have been ever it wanted in the way of rights
GATHER IN CAPITAL from cutting, burning or otherwise inthe Fourth brigade on the way to Galcut-of- f
and on the
sent
by the Maderista, governor was over the llenicia
of
movement
veston. Orders for the
juring its telegraph lines and from
said to have dis- Oakland terminals, as the plan made
the Sixth cavalry at Des Moines, part captured, and is
interfering by threats, intimidation,
an
to the commanders no provision for the admission of
THEY WILL OPPOSE THE PROPA- - persuasion or force with employes Of
o fthe Third brigade, also were pre- closed messages
ennow
to
facilities
the
outside
road
a
for
genof the state troops calling
GANDA OF WOMEN WHO DE
employes of the company.
pared. It was expected that Secretary
Huerta gov- joyed by the Harriman lines.
SIRE THE BALLOT
final hearing the petition
Stimson would issue them late today. eral revolt against the
raiding
was
laid
before
the
When
the plan
ernment. Augustin Lanazat, police
pleads for a temporary injunction
commissioner under Gonz&les, also court, Attorney General Wickersham,
Feb. 21. The
Porfirio Diaz Ready to Return.
Washington,
the alleged unlawful acts.
against
and
speaking for the government,
Keneri, Egypt, Feb. 24. Porfirio was arrested.
The following- a e named as
today will invade the local
the
for
E.
Maxwell
attorney
Warts,
Maderista Troops Rebel
,
universities when Miss Minnis Bron
Diaz, former dictator of Mexico, deInternational Brotherhood
Former Maderista troops at Sauz, Southern Pacific, announced their ap- sen, in charge of the
clared today that he is holding himof Electrical Workers, local unions;
G.
of
details.
John
the
Milburn,
self In readiness to respona to the call near Chihuahua, have rebelled against proval
hftHdijuarters, will lecture before the Nos. 9 and 134: Martin J. Healy, Mifor the Union Pacific, also
of his country in case foreign com- the Huerta government and declare attorney
George Washington University stu- chael J. Boyle, William J. Sloan, W.
expressed his approval and told the dents. Misa Bronson will leave to- N.
plications should arise out of the they will not permit traffic between court that he
Harris, E. M. Lamie, J. J. Elliott,
thought the Western
for Boston where she will cany W. W. Corirad, F. G.
revolution there. 1"' this should not Chihuahua and the border. They were
night
Shanks, W. G.
Pacific would be protected and that
the crusade to a joint committee ef.FIorian, W. Saunders, IT. Warner,
occur, he said, he would not return at Sauz as a part of the guard for
comsure
of
the plan felt
.
to Mexico until settled government the Mexican Central railroad be- the authors
both houses of the Massachusetts
Sinclair, S. O. Minor, A. V. Rreck-islaturpetition between the Union Pacific,
there and his tween Juarez and Chihuahua,
had been
The headquarters during herjner, F. S. Allen, H. Coghill, M. OTa.v
This is the first open declaration of Southern Pacific and other roads absence v. i'l be in charge of Mrs. Ar-- ' J. c. Carroll, Jr., J. Caul, Bert CoshiU
reappearance on the scene .could be
would be restored thereby.
made without risk of being wrongly troops of the deposed president in
thur M. Dodge of New York, president and Frank II. Carrol, all of Chicago,
Judge Hook asked Attorney Milburn of the
northern Mexico. The Juarez Madeinterpreted.
Labor trouble between the postal
organization, who arrived to-- j
expressed rista followers still are under arms, if the control of the Central Pacific, day with a party of New York, women and the electrical unions arose n
The aged
to the Union Pathe hope that "hands off Mexico" but are guarded carefully by federals which the plan gives
to the ballot.
September last, when. It is alleged
the pres- opposed
would
not
cific,
perpetuate
of
to
be tile policy
In the towns.
would continue
There was much activity at suffrag-- j union officials Insisted that the tele-i- st
in
Milburn
ent
Mr.
monopoly.
replied
the United States. General Diaz was
headquarters today in preparations graph company should establish the
the negative, stating that any road
Peace Forum to Act.
for the arrival of "General" Rosalie "closed shop" policy. The company
greatly elated over the success of
his nephew, Felix Diaz, and General ' El Paso, Tex., Feb. 24. Dr. Henry might go before the interstate com Jones, and her army of "bloomered
refused, it is added, because it wouU
mission or the California
railroad niker8-president, Allen Tupper, a commissioner of the
Huerta, the provisional
have necessitated the discharge of oil
whom he considers quite capable of International Peace Forum, left here commission for the adjustment of any
Applications are pouring in from and faithful employes not members ct
working out the salvation of the re today for Mexico City. Dr. Tapper complaints.
spmpathlzers with the cause for plac the union.
had arranged for a conference with
public.
es in the column that will march to
Some of the defendants are allege.!
When reports of the possibility of Pedro Lascuraln, minister of exterMd., to escort the hikers into to have informed the Po.tal company
Laurel,
RAIN
"SOME"
STORM.
.
intervention by the United States ior relations In Madoro's former cabithe capital Thursday.
that If they refused to ugree they
Los Angeles, Feb. 24. Nearly four
were mentioned, the former, presi- net, and a vice president of the peace
would call a strike. At this stag:-- ,
forum. He will not treat with, Diaz and a half Inches of rain in 18 hours
dent gravely retorted.
when a strike wras imminent the govthe heaviest precipitation recorded
"I and my adherents always have adherents now In power at th,e naWRECKERS ARE CRUSHED.
ernment pays, the telegraph company
In Los Angeles since the weather Bbeen and will be sincere friends of tional capital.
Albuquerque, N. M., Frib. 24. KUrly on October 13
discharged employes
I
ureau was established made rivers of yesterday
the United States government and
Think Americans Stole Gun.
morning a fpeci&l train who were members of the union
an t
cannot imagine the United States or
American troops are hot on the week. Her arrest resell ed from ner brought to this city for treatment
their
with
places
supplied
others taking any action inconsistent trail of the missing machine gun, car traffic, stalled automobiles by Henry Craig and J. It, McMlchael,
with America's well known honesty stolen last week from the camp of flooding their magnetos, interrupted who were injured at Socorro about
Threats against officers ana emof purpose."
the Thirteenth United States cavalry telephone communication and ser- 8:30 Saturday night r,oth men were
of the telegraph company imployes
to
at Iliiohita, N. M. Two troopers iously Inconvenienced the entire cltyj members of a wrecking crew which
Gencrsl Diaz hopes and intends
followed and acta ct viomediately
return to Mexico at some time. This, from ITacliita have been detained in indications were that the storm was sent out from Belon to
lence
to be committed rUny it
bejan
unthe guard house at Fort Mis, Texas, would coullnie for another 12 nours, some displaced freight cars fit the
however, he said, will not "occur
Chicago against the company'
propGem
three
til peace has been firmly
and
American ranchmen have without abatement.
qity.
m!-te- r erly.
one
to
was
from
was
The
and my return cannot have been arrested a few miles from the
derailment
a
y
everyboi
freight.
Nearly
on it. border.
of minor consequence. The men
tv;a hour late in getting down town
any misconstruction placed
ROAD SUES COUNTY.
complicaThe discovery of sacks of some to business. Lam ary wngons wero we,re working lotwcea two cars,
Should, however, foreign
tions arise, I will hold myself entire- army feed led to the civilians' arrest. popular, and mar a merchant could "choining up" when by somo misunDenver, Feu. 24. The AtAiiL-Lsconscd with the derstanding the cnglno attached to Topeka and' Santa Fe Railroad comIt is the theory of the army officers bo seen cosily
ly at my country's service."
that the piece was stolen, not by week's w'fi.sh, si. '"shins': cautiously the' string was moved and they were pany today brought a suit ngr4r.st
Mexican rebels s at first supposed, through from two to four feet of caught and crushed, though not ser- the commissioners of Bent comity to
Seven Officials Paid the Price
recover $10,919.14, which, it Is clahn-cNew York. Feb. 21. With the kill-in- but by Americans, who intended lo water.
iously.
Both were given medical treatment
Flooded streets kept so many chilof Madero and Suarez, the deposed sell it.
represents an. Wt5t'?. osss wr,
heads of the Mexican republic, in
dren indoors that the city schools and later were brought to this city against the company's pren-and placed in St. Joseph's hosrdtnl. that count v.
were dismissed for the day.
Mexico City yesterday, the list of
(Continued on Page Four)
n
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One Part of the
Deposed Officers Were Being Transferred From
Official
of
Story Is That
Night
Capital to Another in the Dead
CoThey Attempted to Make their Escape Assisted liy
PreWas
That
Is
Belief
Killirg
nfederatesPopular
conceived Plot United States Will ot Intervene, But Mobilizes Troops

j

Mexico City, Feb. .24. Francisco I.
Madero, former president, and Jose
Suarez, former vice president, were
killed on a 'midnight ride under
guard from the national palace to the
Saturday night. The
penitentiary
circumstances of the killing are unacknown, except as given in official
counts which do not conform in all
cases.
The only witnesses are those actually concerned.
Huerta says the killing was incidental to a fight between the guards
and a. party attempting to liberate
the prisoners.
Foreign Minister de la Barra added
that the prisoners attempted to esNeither states which side
cape.
fired the fatal shots.
An official investigation has been
ordered to determine the responsibil-

ity.
The body of Madero shows one
wound. The bullet entered the back
of the head and emerged at the forehead.
fiuarez's body shows many wounds,
entering from the front.
The official investigation into the
death of Madero and Suarez is 'to be
begun at once, but the general belief
the
prevails) that it will rubstantiate
of the occurrence.
official version
The fact that the bodies of the two
statesmen were recovered in the rear
toof the penitentiary was explained
second
a
ment
that
the
slat
day by
encounter occurred close to the build'

ing.

It is said that the automobiles ran
along a side road and that Madero
end Suarez Jumped out and were
berunning when they were caught
the
and
the
of
fire
guards
tween the
attacking party. This accounts for
wounds being Inflicted on them from
different directions.
Provisional President Huerta and
the other authorities here are in
earnest In their declaration that the
government was acting 'n good faith
and the death of the prisoners was
due solely to the unforseen circumstances.
Madero's Death Relieve Tension.
With the passing of Francisco Maprevails
dero, the general opinion
that the tenseness of the situation
had been relieved. There Is a
marked tendency on the part of all
classes to accept the now order of
things. From various parts of the
country reports have been received
telling of further adhesions to the
The morning
new administration.
newspapers also herald the new era
and prophecy immediate peace and
the early resumption c prosperous
conditions.
General Huerta's government undoubtedly, for the present at least,
has the upper hand !n the country. A
committer of followers of Zapata ar

rived today to discuss arrangements
to bring about peace in the south.
Reports from the state of Oaxaca
indicate that tre disaffected Indians
there have been placated.
Juan Sanchez Azcona, the private
secretary of Francisco Madero, was
released from 'prison today.

j

j
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America Concentrating Troops
Washington, Feb. 24. More ordeis
for moving troops to Galveston, with
the purpose of concentrating a full
army division there, in accordance
with the policv of preparedness as
outlined by President Taft in a public speech in New York last Saturday night, were issued by the War
department early today.
Major General William H. Carter,
the department anu divisional commander at Chicago, will be placed in
In addition to
supreme command.
th.e Fourth brigade of the Second division, consisting of the Twenty-third- ,
in
Twenty-sixtand Twenty-sevent- h
ormiddle
now
west,
the
in
faintry,
ders were issued today for the preparation for entrainment of he entire
Sixth brigade, comprising the Eleventh infantry, Colonel Arthur Wil
liam's, at Fort D. A. Rcssell, Wyoming; the Eighteenth infantry, ColoMc-at
Fort
E.
David,
nel Thomas
Kenzie, Wyoming, and Fort Missou-infantry,
the Twenty-seconla;
Colonel Daniel A. Frederick, at Fort
Bliss, Texas.
The Fourth field artillery, the Sec-- .
ond battalion of engineers and signal
corps Company D, comprising part
of the Sixth brigade, already have
'
been ordered to Galveston.
aeeommoto
not
be
will
possible
It
date all the Second division truuis
on th,e Fort Crockett reservation and
a number must be encamped at Texas City, seven miles distant, tuul at
Houston.
The regiments of the brigades are
not up to war strength. The entire
Second division as it existr today
will aggregate less than MOD fighting
men with perhaps a thousand auxiliaries. Theoretically this division
should' be 18,000 strong.
The extent to which recognition
may he extended by tbte United
States to the Huorta government has
not been determined. From present
indications this will depend largely
upon recommendations of Ambassador Wilson, who has been given large
discretionary authority in the matter.
The question is likely to bo
brought to an issue very soon
through some application from the
Huerta government, which, It is understood, is not disposed to remain
satisfied with the action of Ambassador Wilson in recognizing .It as a
defacto government only. The tragic events of Sunday are likely to he
considered.
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te sent down axairi. He was Without hesitation, Griffin raised
on his Ceet when the last
the hands of both men aloft and the
seat him to his bac:-- :c crowd cheered. Both presented a bat-ter-e
the center of the ring and the f!?- -.
appearance as they were hustwas stopped.
led to their dressing rooms.
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Battle.
Saa Francisco, Cal, Feb. 24. Ad
Wolgast, once lightweight champion
of the world, literacy fought himself
to the poirt of collapse Saturday
tenioon to gain a draw decision with
Harlem Tommy Murphy, at the Daly
Wolgast-Murph-

BROVF 1

!

j

WOLG
BOUT
SULTS IN A DRAW; CROWDS
SEE BOTH FIGHTS.
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Mammy Delights la

Bake-Da- y

l7

11
OTMADEBYTHETRUSjg- -l

Now

y
since she first used Calumet the
In fact every tlay is
modern, full value .Making; Powder. Every use of Calumet brings
absolute sat action Xrvcr ,t fat'tur,-The biscuits are always
delicious and daint
cakes and pastry of every sort come from
the oven, delightful in appearance, light, sweet, uniformly raised
and delicious in flavor.

bake-da-

i.

i

.

N
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deration to your Spring Costume. We are prepared to assist ycu
in your selections and are showing an excellent variety of the

IT IS REPORTED THAT MANY APPLICATIONS FOR JOBS WILL
BE RECEIVED.

i

.

Xiexico s reniesenta.ives
in' Sanfa Fe, X. ii., Feb. 24 The dem
congress are using all their influence ocratic state central committee, its
to get for Laa Vegas the appropriation executive committee and the commitfor a federal building which
was tee at large and democratic leaders
passed by the lower house last week. generally are going, to assemble in
Secretary George A. Fleming of the this city on Saturday next, March 1,
Las Vegaa Commercial club has re- and it is reported that a lively sesceived the following letter from Sen- sion is to be expected.
The purpose of the meeting is not
ator A. B. Fall:
set forth in the call which was isWashington, Feb. 19, 1313.
sued yesterday, by Chairman HudsMr. George A. Fleming,
but current report has it that
Club
Commercial
peth
Secretary
some lively contests are likely to
East Las Vegas, X. M.
arise over the question of public ofMy Dear Sir:
I am in receipt of your telegram of fice.
With the inauguration on March 4
the fifteenth. You can rest assured
that I am doing everything possible to of President Wilson, tne faithful
secure a final appropriation for the hope that the distribution of federal
amount which I sjcured through patronage will begin in the near futhe senate at the last session for Las ture and there are said to be a dozen
Vegas. While in Santa Fe recently, applicants for each of the several ofI was informed that in some
way the fices. Whether or not the committee
people of Las Vegas or some of them, will attempt to deal with the question
of office, is a matter tnat is purewere under the impression that I
pressing the Las Cruces appropriation ly speculative but if the committee
as a personal matter, and was not in succeeds in escaping from the office
sisting upon the appropriation for Las seekers, it will have to arrange for
Vegas or at least, was sacrificing the a system of signals, raps and high
latter. I want to say to you that signs on the door of the supreme
s

-h

RECm'ED HIGHEST AWARDS
Pur. Food Expoubea. Clikaco, VL
Pari Cspoutiim. Franc. Much. IS12.
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i taee money

5c cmTTiiuu

hu$ cheap or lig-ca- n
ha;ng ponder. Don't be mislead. Buy Calumet.
mure wboiescme gioes best results. Lalumetts Jar tupeiior to sour milk anJi

wien you

garments in exclusive styles.

ready-to-we-
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are also showing a beautiful line of Spring Shoes.
COME IN AND SEE THE NEW STYLES
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descended. The blade caught in the
left shoulder of his coat and cut a
gash three inches long, but only
grazed the skin. Scheer's ducking
probably saved him from a fatal
wound. As ne bent over, the boy
picked up an ink well, and his would-b- e
assailant, perhaps thinking he was
Scheer
drawing a revolver, fled.
threw the ink we'il as the man went
out the front door and struck him in
the back.
The man who attempted to stab
him had been in the store about 10
minutes. He priced a mattress and
bed springs. He offered to pay ?10
and the remainder later, the boy said,
and he went to the desk to write a

$100

REWARD 5100

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally
acting, directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and
the patient
giving
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
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CAPITAL STOCK
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you have not used Calumet, buy a ran today from your grocer
its economy and goodness.
get Caiymet
Ifyt
you don't get the btit.

LATEST SPRING STYLES IN
SUITS, COATS. DR.ESSES. SKIR.TS
WAISTS, DR.ESS GOODS and SILKS

--

OFF FOR SAN ANTONIO
i nuaaeipnia, ! eu. 24. An iaitial
push was given the baseball season
today with the dejiarture of Connie
Mack and a party of players of the
Philadelphia Americans for the spring
training grounds at San Antonio. Both
veterans and recruits were included
in the party starting from here, others will join en route and by the time
the Texas city is reached it is
that the entire list of players
reserved by the club will be on duty
and ready for the vanning up practice. The club will play exhibition
sanies in the south ami west until
April 1, when tho players will return
to this city to rnsase in the
regular
spring series win, t,P Philadelphia
.Nationals.
When this series is eon-- !
......
.
,rvll,
u IC ln readiness
.........iuj;
for the opening of the championship
season.

te
i"

?ew

!

l
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l(a.king powder))
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TO SECURE FEDERAL BUILDING FOR THIS PLACE

is but a month ahead of us and it is time to give serious consi-

CAPITAL

through my personal efforts I secured court chamber where the scheduled
the passage of the appropriations for meeting is to begin. The call sent out
the two placeg thro
the senate; to the various members, reads "To
that I immediately had a talk with consider such matters as may be
Fergusson and Curry who were told properly brought before the meeting."
by the house leaders at that time that It is understood that one of the chief
appropriations for only two places in matters, will be tne question of pie
N'fcw Mexico would pass; that
with counter situations.
The call reads as follows:
this understanding Curry agreed that
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb 20, 1913.
he would stand for Las Cruces and
To the Members of the Democratic
Ftrgusson that he would take the Las
State Central committee, Demo- check.
Address F. J. CHEXEY & CO., To
Vegas as his share of the public
The man, who, the boy says, was lodo, Ohio.
cratic
Executive Committee and
bill.
of
Both
these gentlebuildings
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
the Committee at Large:
apparently an Old Mexico native, folmen have been actively doing everyTake Hall's Family Pills for constiYou are hereby notified that a lowed him. He thought nothing of
in
their power to carry out this
thing
pation. Adv.
state
of
was
he
committhe
central
this,
alone in the
although
understanding and. secure these two meeting
tee of the democratic party has been store with the man. If he had not
appropriations. I have not for one
Mrs. S. S. S., Van Buren St,, Kingmoment thought of agreeing to any called for Saturday, March 1, 1913, caught the shadow of the knife thrust ston, N. Y. (full name furnished on
at 10 a. m., at Santa Fe, X. M., in the on the wall as he was writing the application) had such decided benefit
compromise for the purpose of securcourt chamber, to consider check he probably would have been from using Foley's Honey and Tar
supreme
ing the appropriation for Las Cruces.
such matters as may properly be killed. He believes the man's motive Compound that she shares her good
I am under deep obligation
to the
fortune with others. She writes:
was robbery.
before the meeting.
people of San Miguel county for their brought
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
A meeting of the executive comYoung Scheer told the police iast brought my voice back to me
staunch support of myself, and I feel
is also called for the same night that he would be able to identi- a severe case of bronchitis and during
laryn-gitlsuch obligation just as deeply as any mittee
at the hour of 9 a. m., in the of- fy the man if he were caught. He was
Oh, how many people I have
which I am under (o the people of day
fice of the secretary of state.
in the store about 10 minutes. The recommended it to." o. G. Schaefer
Dona Ana county.
I am sure that
Proxies for these meeting to be police were looking for a man with and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
there will be no
?tion of the remust be held by a resi- a large ink spot between his shoultention in the bilk of these two ap recognized
F. E. Walling, a farmer diving near
dent of the same county as the per ders, but no one answering the depropriations, i set- now also some son
Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends Fa
the
proxy.
signing
scription given by Scheer was cap- ley's
hope of obtaining an appropriation foi
Honey and Tar Compound and
tured.
(Signed)
says: "I have been advised by my
Santa Fe and Raton in addition.
A. H. HUDSPETH,
family doctor to use Foley's Honey
I have just had a talk with
Mr.
and Tar Compound for my children
Chairman.
PILES
6
CURED
IN
over
the
14
TO
DAYS when there was a cough medicine
Fergusson
phone and while AP.THL'R
Secr-jtarSELIGMAX,
Your druggist will refund money if needed.
he has no absolute promise, he thinks
It always glveer the best of
PAZO OIXTMEXT fails to cure any satisfaction and I recommend it to
it possible to secure these two addiSHADOW SAVES LIFE.
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or others." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
tional appropriations if we can force
Drug Co. Adv.
224.
X.
Feb.
The
Albuquerque,
M.,
them in through amendments to the
Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 days. EOc.
shadow
of
a man with a knife, on the blongs in
bill now pending in the senate. I deevery home. Adv.
Conductor S. L. Miller. Norfolk.
sire to emphasize as strongly as pos- wall, probably saved the life of Otto
) Xebr., on Bonesteel Division
P. Scheer, son qi Councilman George
of C. and
sible that under no circumstances
There is no better medicine made N. W. Ry. Co.. recommends Polev
C. Scheer, who was bending over a for
colds than Chamberlain's Cough Kidney Pills and
would I gree to surrender the approsays: "I have used
desk Saturday night at the George Remedy. It acts on nature's plan, reFoley Kidney Pills with very satisfacpriation for Las Vegas to obtain one C.
lieves
the
Scheer
Furniture company's store,
lungs, opens the secretions, tory results and endorse their use for
for any other town, or city, or place
aids expectoration; and restores the any one afflicted with
314 South Second street.
kidney trouble.
in Xew Mexico.
system to a healthy condition. For They are all
O. G. Schaefer
right"
Scheer ducked as the knife sale
Young
by all dealers. Adv.
Very respectfully yours,
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
(Signed) ALBERT B. FALL.
Mr. Fleming Saturday afternoon received a telegram from Congressman
George Curry stating that the senate
doubtless would nfc specify any particular site when it considers the
Vegaa federal Imilding appropria
tion bill, as that is against the policy
f
RICH IN CURATIVE QUALTHES-N- O
HABIT FORMING DRUGS LW3 ILL
1
of that body. Congressman Curry said
he believed the bill would pass the
senate.
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GATHER AT THE

4
4
4
4
4 NEW MEXICO SENATOR ANXIOUS

Santa Fe, X. M, Feb. 24. As the
battle, at the conclusion of result of action taken oy the state
corporation commission, the Santa re
Los Angeles, Feb. 24. A deadly ( which Referee Jim Griffin was
Railway
company has fied a list of
j able to raise the
man
either
four
of
times
swing,
glove
repeated,
its rates to the inauguration of Presidena winner,
i to denote
ended the scheduled twenty-rounWilson on March 4. These
bout Bt Vernon Saturday afternoon J Murphy, too, was tottering, but U t-elect
between "Knockout" Brown, the NeT , was apparent that his reserve was rates were received in a wire today
Tork lightweight and Joe Rivers, of j greater than that of his' antagonist as follows: Round trips. Las Vegas,
Los Angeles, with victory for the i Wolgastfonght his best battle since 162.60; Santa Fe, $67.05; AlbuquerMexican, before the end of the tenth his illness of two years ago, but the que, 166.50; Vaughn, $61.05; Willard,
Silver City,
$C6.5o;
dash and stamina were lack- - $64; Deming,
round. It wag the first defeat for j
the blonde German, whose sobriquet ing. A systematic application of tre- $69.05. Other cities and towns have
had been earned by the manner in mendous right and left drives to the rate pro rata via the Santa Fe railwhich he had won rcores of fights, body after he nad been worsted in way.
Tickets are on sale February 26,
the first ten rounds of milling slowed
and it was decisive.
Five times Rivers sent Brown to tip his opponent to a considerable ex- 2i and 28 and March 1, and are good
the mat with his vicious right swing tent and enabled the erstwhile cham- for return, beginning March 10.
The people of Montoya, X. M.,
in the concluding round, three times pion to earn a division of honors.
for the count of nine. The fifth time
Throughout the 20 rounds there sent a protest to the commission that
Referee Charles F. Eyton stopped the was little, if any, idle tim Murphy trains l and 2 on the E. P. and S.
took the bit in his teeth at the out- W. would not stop at that point for
fight without counting
The commission took
It was a sensational finish to a set and It was not long before he passengers
furious encounter, in which Mexican had battered the Cadillac puglists's the matter up with the E. P. and S.
W. with the result that trains now
and Teuton battled viciously from face almost to a palp. Rapid-tir- e
the opening gong. Brown's awkward rights and lefts .were delivered at stop there on flag and the people
style of milling, due to the fact that close range, and seldom went amiss, are greatly pleased at the improved
was soon solv- and when the contest was half over service.
he fights
The Insurance Commission.
ed by Rivers, who blocked cleverly the Harlemite seemed in fair way to
Some interesting figures that are
with elbow and open glovs. Brown's win.
best blow was a left orive to the
Wo'igast, meanwhile, was content worth perusal are shown by Jacobo
body, which he used effectively. to husband his strength,
although Chaves and Peter Lineau, who have
Brown forced the fighting in nearly what punches he landed on Murphy's this department in charge. For the
every round, but his open manner body carried greater force than those expense in the conduct of it, it is fair
gave the Mexican many opportuni of the Harlemite. Wolgast finally to presume that not a department in
ties to punish him about the head. realized that his only hope lay in this state government can show larger
Rivers being lightning fast with both direction, and from the tenth round returns. The figures are astonishing
hands and at times hitting the Ger- - on he devoted his attacks almost ex- - to those who have not kept in touch
"ltn the work of the office and
I
to Murphy's
man viciously from seemingly imios- - clusivelr
sible angles. Punishment
which j Time and again after being worsted j known just what it was doing.
The total annual expenses of the
would have stopped many only ap-- in
rallies, which all
peared to act as a spur to th east- - but carried the belilgerents outside insurance department and the
as given by Mr. Chaves this
of the ring, ne would reach his operner's aggressiveness.
.Brown began 'leading in nearly ev- ponent's stomach with right and left morning are as follows:
ery round. Sometimes Rivers would smashes, the impac of which was Expenses
allow the German to do the fighting heard In the remote corners of the Superintendent
$2,400
Clerk
1,400
for the first minute, only to cut loose arena.
1,200
the other two with both hands at a Murphy cou'id not escape these on Contingent
savage clip that fairly bewildered slaughts, although they served only j
Total
$5,000
the New Yorker as: well as punishing
The amount of money turned into
him badly. In the clinches Rivers the nineteenth round, Wolgast, fighthad ell the better of the milling. Af- ing like an animal at bay, landed the state treasury so far from the
ter taking a hard drubbing for five so frequently that Murphy welcomed commissioner's office for the year
rounds Brown came back strong in the sound of the bell, while Wolgast 1913 Is $23,275.09, and Mx. Chaves
the eighth. He was just beginn'ng to smiled to his friends about the ring- says by the first of March the figsolve the Mexican's defense against side as best he c ulu v.ith his puffed ures wfd reach $30,000.
This is rather a surprising showing
the puzzling left and he Jabbed face and split lips.
The last round resolved itself into to those unaccustomed with the
through Rivers' guard repeatedly. A
t'cIous rally in the last ten seconds a question of the survival of the fit- workings of the office.
by Rivers did not overcome Brown's test Science was forgotten. The
lead In this round.
fighters battled all around the ring,
In the ninth both landed hard and head to head, shoulder to shoulder, ON TRIAL FOR KILLING BROTHER
N. J., Feb. 24. Joseph
Xewark,
frequently. Both seemed tired when and 6'mggeJ away as though the fight
they came up for the tenth. Brown had just commenced, with Referee Ferrara was arraigned in court today
sent two hard lefts to the head and Griffin frantically trying to pull to stand trial for the alleged murder
a right to Rivers' stomach. Then the them apart. Three minutes of this of his brother, Salvatore Ferrara.
Mexican saw the opening he wanted. work found them on the verga of col- The tragedy occurred June 27, last,
Timing his (ilow accurately fce lapse, with only the rope strands sav. and was the result of a quarrel becaught Brown on the point of the ing Wolgast from dropping to the tween the brothers. The accused
firjaw as the latter ducked. Brown went mat from sheer exhaustion, while claims he acted in
spinning half way across the ring Murphy was eagerly watching for the ing the fatal shot on'iy after his
and fell heavily. Four times he arose, timer to clang his gong.
brother attacKed him.
I
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$30,000.00

and

holiday was
kept today in celebration
of the
"ulmu" "umversary of the declaration of independence and the commencement of the revolution which,
with the intervention of the X'nited
Stares, culminated in tns freedom

of Cuba from Sj.anish

-
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ing capacity of 1,500 in which histrionic
ability may be encouraged, basketball courts, gymnasiums in which particular attention will be paid to the
physical deficiencies of the students

voked. Of course the. matter will go
to the courts and be watched with
niiH-interest not only "because of itsv
effect on the state's water power policy but also because it will demon-

Riomatism

.

FEBRUARY

friREE

24, 1913.

CONCESSIONS ARE

Affects Lungs GRANTED

North service sewers, 3,000 feet long
completed.
Sanitary and storm sewers, 40 miles
long, in foreign ind dtate pavilion
sections, under construction.
Service sewers in foreign, pavilion
site 3,000 feet long, 95 pe cent com-

DE
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ion of famous educators marks the velopment.
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maner never before possible. Then the Long Sault Development company on the stage.
those peculiar pains and aches van90 an hour," he
said. "You think
will gone,
The passengers will be comfortably educators for the annual meeting of
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And wonder."
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that
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tion that cough and chest pains
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"Wonder?"
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out. Curiously enough
$1,500,000 and planned
it after using S. S. S. for a few days. sponge gardens, seaweeds, specimens
ing plant in which pupils may take
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at the drug of unique fish and an almost endless Among these are the National Council
more. With the incoming of practically every kind of attraction yet Get a bottle of S. S. S.
complete course In this industry, a
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to all those
that
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Education,
Study
however,
mal life, and a roof conservatory
murder and sudden death, too.
on Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., for medical
The concession will be contracted dergarten Union, National Committee battle,
in which horticultural knowledge may the charter as being unconstitutional. of the whole country. In England
advice and wonderful facts concerning
DePa'ima doesn't put it that way.
But
so
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of
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an
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opin- the other hand these spectacles
into a lake occupying
th& greatest blood remedy ever known.
oblong site on Agricultural Education, Society
be gained in regular classes. While The attorney general
"Just thinking about little old
200x300 feet in area and 12 feet at College Teachers of Education, Asso
vocational training is provided for In ion that it is, while Henry Taft, a numerous that a special profession of
friend
car," he said, "and rememberis just as "pageant directors" has grown up, or
any one else who looked to be its greatest depth. The lake will be ciation of State Superintendendents ing she's got a weakness in one spark
many ways hitherto unattempted, the brother of the president,
Conthe
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National
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not,
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certain that it
concrete;
which is
top
He was often arrestworth robbing.
care for the physical welfare and
plugi and easing the juice to save it
s
creation of the students has been matter stands for the present at least. However, it may be that this pageant ed but invariably the police in court retaining wall being level with an gress of Mothers and
when you can. And saving her on
associations.
provided for along lines equally Meanwhile the company having spent will introduce this profession here, forgot much of their evidence and he encircling promenade.
the bad turn where she shed a tire
Though the lake will actually be
Judging from the completeness and the last
For these purposes the new large sums of money in good faith for instead of importing an English always escaped. Finally in 1902 then
unique.
lap. That's about all."
redirector the spectacle will be in the acting Captain Churchill closed him only ten feet In depth, yet by the wide scope of the preparations that
school contains a theater with a seat faces a heavy loss if its charter is
And on
DePalma
Burit
J.
made
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American
have been
for the gathering,
Percy
hands of an
up. It was said that McGurk had the manipulation of registering
admitted
Providence
he
that
trusted
which record ten feet for erey one will be one of the; most notable and
rell, who as president ot the rsew backing of the Sullivans.
Anyway
with the rest and It was a pretty
England conservatory, of music alumni, Churchill did not stay on the force foot of actual submersion and by the fruitful meetings In the history of the fair little consignment, too.
educational movement
has gained the knowledge which led long after he closed MeGurk's. At one use of mechanical screens which are
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PERSONALS
D. Montoya of Gallegos is
in

j

a visitor

the city.

G. W. Litsey of Watrous was a visitor in the city yesterday.
John Pugh of Wigoa Mound was a
visitor in. the city today.
Antonio Archulefa of Watrous was
a visitor in the city yesterday.
S. E. Collier came In from Albuquerque last night on business.
M. Rudulph of Mora was in the city
yesterday and today on business.
E. .C. Stewart left today for Wagon
Mound where he will spend a month.
W. H. Death of Albuquerque came
in last night for a short business visit
Ina Wade and Mrs. Alldredge of
Springer were visitor in the city yes
terday.
Walter Hayward left yesterday afternoon for a short business trip to
Shoemaker.
Miss Jessie Bell returned to Watrous yesterday afternoon after a
short visit in the city.
H. C. Smith, representative for
Gross Kelly and Company, returned
yesterday from El Paso.
Mrs. J. J. Colwell returned Saturday
nigbt from Iowa where she has been
vibiting for the past month.
United States Marshal Secundino
Romero was here from Santa Fe yesterday on a short business trip.
Mrs. C. H. Behrlnger returned yesterday to Albuquerque after a weekend visit with friends in the city.
E. S. Moore and J. E. Hestand, Internal revenue service men with headquarters at Denver, are visitors in the
city.
C. A. Copperell and party passed
through in private car Manana yesterday afternoon en route from Chicago to Pasadena, Calii.
E. P. Slack of Roswell arrived last
nisht from that place with his brother,
W. II. Slack, who will be placed in
the hospital for the insane.
KenM. L. Glacier of Louisville,
who
month
has
the
for
past
tucky,
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Takhert, left today for El Paso.
C. A. Morris, chief
engineer for
the Santa Fe failway company, with
at Topeka, riesed
headquarters
through yesterday in his private car
Xo. 10 en route from Topeka to Fresno, Calif.
Mrs. Anna Simison left last night

for a
Louis,
sister,
of the
Louis'.

4

month's vacation trip to

St

Mo., where she will visit her
Mrs. J. G. Pelter, who is one

foremost

musicians

of

Mrs. Simison's position

St

at the

Photoplay theater will be filled by
Miss Orilla Flint during her absence.

Mrs. Henry Goke left yesterday for
Rociada in her car.
Superintendent F. L. Myers left this
afternoon for Raton.
Dr. W. R. Tipton left this ajternoon
on a short business trip to Watrous.
Mrs. Crawford of Lamy returned to
that place today after a short visit in
the city.'
Mrs. Martinez of Quintana, who re
cently underwent an operation here,
has returned to her home.
Mrs. W, H. Geiger- - and Mrs. J. M.
Morris left this afternoon for a short
visit with friends in El Paso.
Mrs. D. A. Syne has returned from
Albuquerque after having spent several days visiting in that city.
F. X. Hart, lately employed by the
Las Vegas Mercantile company, left
today for Otseg, Michigan, where he
'

will locate.
Benny Chaves left

this afternoon
lor Trinidad with his sparring partner.
Sales. Chaves will fight soon in Trinidad and later in Raton
Trops Nos. 2 and 12 of the U. S.
cavalry passed through here today on
their way to Fort Bliss, Texas. There
were about 40 men in the crowd.
Roy Selover, who has been at
for the pant few weeks, has
returned and has his old job in the
telegraph offices of the Santa Fe.
Hale Holden of the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railhere
way company, passed through
this afternoon in his private car C. B.
and Q 'No. 92, enroute from Chicago to
to Pasadena, Calif.
o

RECEIPTS

POSTOFFICE

ARE GH0W1NG RAPIDLY
THIS DEPARTMENT OF THE GOVERNMENT HAS GREATEST
REVENUE.

Washington, Feb. 24. The daily receipts of the postoffice department
have reached the enormous total of
$2,427,000, which is more than $300,-00- 0
greater than the combined receipts of the government from all
other sources. The figures are set
forth in the quarterly financial statement of Charles A. Kram, auditor of
the department, made public today.
Of the total that poured into the
department during the last three
months, $642,000 is for tne. payment
of postage, special delivery, registra
tion and other branches of the mailing business, while monkey orders issued brought in $l,784,0u0.
So nearly balanced are the receipts
and expenditures that now the surplus or deficit for an entire 12
months rarely amounts to as much as
the receipts for a single day. An interesting feature of Auditor Kram's
report discloses the fact that up to
1S62 the average person spent only
25 cents a year for postage. In 1891
the. average man expended 97 cents
while today the habit of letter writing has grown to such an extent that
th,e average expenditure is $2.60 8
'
year.

The Normal girls' basketball team
left yesterday afternoon for
to play the business college
girls at that place tonight. Mrs. John
L. Tooker went as chaperon for the
party. Those who went were Josephine Young, Louise Trahey, Lola
Hixenbaugh, Grace Bently, Sadie
Tooker, May Culbertson and Miss
Hutchinson, coach.
Mrs. George Hile, who lately was
"Are yon ambitious to die rich?"
operated on here for appendictis, left
"I'm hot ambitious to die in any
this afternoon for her home at Watrous. Mr. Hile accompanied her.
condition."'
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COOKS
USE
king Powder
'

"'

-

-

The patrons of our fust class hotels and restaurants arc exacting they demand the best Women go where the pastry and cakes
are noted for their excellence. Men are attracted by hot bread and
biscuitswhen fresh and moist and light
The pastry cook with a reputation uses K C Baking Powder
because he knows that results are certain; every time everything
is as good as his best.
hen, too with K C Baking Powder he can mix the various
kinds of batter before the rush of the meal begins and bake as
needed so that every order goes to the table fresh and hot. yet the
idhi ne Dawes are just as gooa as tne nrst
The reasons behind these reasons Is that K C Is
really a blend of two baking powders. One commences
to give off leavening gas as soon as" moistened. The
other requires both moisture and heat to make it
active. Dough or batter will remain In a partially
leavened condition for hours, and when put in the oven,
will come up as light as if mixed a moment before.
For cookies, pancakes, doughnuts and the like,
which cannot all be baked at once, K C is indispensable. For all baking the double raise makes doubly certain.
Follow thi example of the professional
..

L.

err

J

cook

and your baking will

be equal to his.

NORMAL TEAM IS

PRESBYTERIANS
SPRING

THIRD

IN

FEBRUARY

PLACE

BIG

24, 1913.
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SURPRISE

The tlobing game of the basketball
tournament at El Paso were played
Sattirdav afternoon and night, the
Las Vegas Normal team holding its
cwn thtj entire day by winning three
straight games and finishing the program with third place. The local boys
won from the Alamogordo team 44 to
6; the El Paso High school 38 to 3G,
and the Silver City team 46 to 20. Out
of the entire series the local boys
won five games and lost two, which
Is good considering that the team
was materially weakened with the loss
of Ellis in the first four games. Xo
rtport as to whether Ellis played In
the games Saturday was received in
the telegram, but he evidently did not,
as the scores do not run high enough
to be in the Ellis class.
The latest report that has been
heard as to why Ellis did not play,
is that he was poisoned from the dye
in the. new uniforms that the team had
bought before going to El Paso. This
report cannot be confirmed, however,
until Ellis arrives here. The boys left
E! Paso yesterday for Albuquerque
and will play the business college at
that place tonight.

THINKS NEW YORK
NEEDS MORE DIRT

GAME SATURDAY
Standing

in Sunday School League
Won Lost
PcL

Methodists

4'

0

Presbyterians
Christians
Baptists

1

2

1

2

1

2,

1.000
.333
.333
.333

Y. M. C. A

1

2

.333

Standing

League
Won Lost

Apaches
Pueblos
Iroquois '
Semlnoles
Comanches
Navajos

ground-breakin-

g

in them.
has
. Only one of the old warriors
declined to explore the city He was
Chiff Two Moons of the Northern
who is blind.
He cat
Cheyennes,
contentedly all day at his hotel,
smoking his pipe, while the more fortunate members of his party rode

0

1.000

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Little Johnny Martin and Charley
Comstoek just seemed to do nothing
else except shoot baskets and in the
meantime their guards were all over
the floor looking for them. This puts
the' Presbyterians on a par with all
teams excepting the Methodists.
The Y. M. C.
game
was another runaway match, the M.
E's. winning easily 52 to 18. It was
again too much team work. A peculiar part of this game was the fact
that the two Methodist forwards hardly made a goal, being so closely guarded but then like all good teams the
guards came to the rescue and with
the assistance of. Center Swallow,
made practically all the
Methodist

about town by elevated and subway
trains, taking liveliest interest In visits to the Zoo, the aquarium and the
Statue of Liberty. One of the chiefs
was moved to comment on the pity
of It that so rich a city should hav
so little of God's earth as to be com
pe'iled to burrow beneath its surface
or climb into the air.
"My wife likes to ask me what I'd
do if she should die," the editor of
the Osage City Free Press says he
heard a married man say.

"Sometimes I tell her that, having
had enough of matrimony, I should
remain single. When I give her this
answer she.says that's just like a
man. No matter how good and faithful his wife, is, he never appreciates
her. Again I will say th!at I wouid
be so lonesome that there would be
nothing left for me but to hunt up
some other good woman to take her
place. This makes her so mad that
she threatens to scratch my eyes out
unless I promise I won't do it. Then
another
occasionally, I'JJ ,try. silll
tack.
'"My dear, I will say, 'If I were
to lose you I should soon fol'iow you
ta the gravC, as the result of a broken

heart'

'

,

"Then she looks at me scornfully
and says she wonders why it is men
tell such cruel mocking Ilea to women. Apparently the only way I can
square myself with her on this troublesome subject is to do my duty
like a good husband and die first."
True courage is that noble quality
of mind which makes us forgpt how

,

SPECIAL SESSION
ON APRIL FIRST
WILSON WILL
CONVENE CONGRESS UPON
THAT DATE.

PRESIDENT-ELEC-

T

Trenton, N. J., D'eb. 24. President
elect Wi'lson announced today that
the extra session of congress would
be convened on Tuesday, April 1.
The governor declare he had arrived at this decision as a result of
a letter received today from Repre
sentative Underwood,
democratic
house leader.
"I have waited," said Mr. Wilson,
"to learn just what state of preparedness congress was in for the
business of the new session
The governor
said he had been
corresponding with Mr. Underwood in
this connection and had come to the
conclusion that April l was the most
feasible date. He intimated that tne
interval between March 4 and April
1 might be devoted to caucuses and
"
conferences.
Two editors of a Wal'l street newspaper called ti the president-elec- t
today and urged that the financial
question receive hid earty eofisideftV-tion. : In discussing
his talk with
them afterward Mr Wilson said;
"Everybody Is agreed that there
should be currency reform as soon as
... ',.,'.
possible."
;
Not Selected.
Cabinet
j
With his inauguration only a weok
Wilson has not
off, President-elec- t
yet been able to make a final choice
as to ' the personnel of his cabinet.
The lines are admittedly drawn closer and the Hold Is narrowing, but
the status of the slate today showed
lncompletlou In some of the most im-

portant

posts.
By the governor's

most intimate
friends it Is believed that William
will be secretory
The Inventor That machine enn J. Bryan certainly
Is known that lr. Bryan
state.
It
of
men.
do the work of ten
president-elec- t
are in freVisitor Gee whlzl My wife ought and the
communication.
quent
to have married) It.
afraid we are.

Gunman Ha! ha! I fooled ye all
can't understand why
you want to be a prize fighter.
right This here gun. ain't loaded.
Son Easy. Because it's all prize
"Don't mention It, old top. That
and no fight.
roll I gave you is stage money."

Father I

ti

"The man who cannot and does not save money, cannot and will not do
'
'
;'
thing else worth while." Andrew Carnegie.

We Pay

any-

co On Savings Accounts

PEOPLE'S BANK & TRUST CO.

Pet

1

To Ret 40 basketball players to
come out on a night like last Saturday
night is going some, and then to have
a larger crowd than the Saturday previous when the stars were shining is
going some more.
The first of the Indian Basketball
league games were played Saturday
night and they proved to be a real
attraction to quite a number who gave
supper a lick and a promise in order
to be present. The first game went
to the Apaces over the Seminoles by
the close core of 7 to 6. The second
game went to the Pueblos from the
Iroquois by a little wider margin 11
to 4.
But the bid "doin's'' came in the
lirst Sunday school game when the
Presbyterians actually won a game.
Yes, sir, they beat the Christains 19 to

Feb. 24. After two
days' visit to the canyons and trails
of New York, the 33 Indian chiefs
who came from the west to share in
ceremonies ;or
the
the proposed memorial to their race
at the harbor entrance, began their
journey homewsrd today with departure for Philadelphia where they will
have another day of sightseeing.
Although most of the Indians were
taciturn they
generally indicated
their enjoyment of their visit here
and the crowds of New Yorkers who scores.
gathered about them wherever they
appeared, were even more Interested
Xew York,

i

In Indian

,

14

INDIAN CHIEF DOES
WESTERN
NOT APPROVE THE GIANT
SKYSCRAPERS.

A''

''The difference between the clerk who pperai all his salary and the clerk who
saves part of it is the difference n ten years between the owner of a business and
''
the man out of a job." John Wanamaker.
; n
',:. ,

FINISHES IN GOOD POSITION IN THEY DEFEAT THE CHRISTIANS
IN THE BASKETBALL LEAGUE
THE BASKETBALL TOURNA-- .
MENT AT EL PASO

FIVE

CAPITAL

.

.

.

.

.

$108,000.00
I

HENWOOD

ESCAPES
$1,050

VON

I

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR BOOH

PHUL CASE

MAN
DENVER
WILL NOT
TRIED FOR KILLING ST.
LOUIS BALLOONIST.

BE

d
Denver, Feb. 24. Harold F.
will not be tried on the charge
of killing S. L. (Tony) Von Phul,
St. Louis balloonist, In the barroom
of a Denver hotel on the night of
But- May 24, 1911, Judge Charles
Hen-woo-

OVERLAND HODFL 59 T

a

ler in the West side criminal court,

today dismissed the Von. Phul charge,
on the ground that three terms of
court have elapsed since the filing
of the Information, during which the
defendant had not been brought to

trial

John T. Bottom, attorney for
immediately moved to dismiss
the case in which Henwood is charged with killing George
Copeland.
He contended that the major charge
the minor
having, been dismissed
charge falls with it Arguments
on this motion were set for next Saturday.
Henwood was Convicted of killing
Copeland, but recently was granted
a new trial by the supreme court.

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show ynu.

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Msctiioe

Co

Hen-woo-

TOOK THEIR TURKEYS.
Washington, Feb. 24 Critics of
the department of agriculture have
been reinforced by 200 recruits as
the result of the action of pure food
inspectors at Portsmouth, N. H., who
condemned the turfeys that had been
laid aside for the naval prisoners in
the prison ships stationed at the government navy yard there.
Word was received today that the
Inspectors confiscated and destroyed
285 cold storage
birds which had
been intended for the Washington's
Birthday dinner of the prisoners. Dr.
A, B. Melvin, head of the animal industry bureau of the department, de
clared today that the seizure was
made In connection with the inspection of naval food which had been in
progress for the last three years. In
that time, Dr. Melvin said, a considerable amount of bad meat, especially cold1 storage chickens and turkeys,
had been found. The inspectors' part
of the plan is to improve the quality
of the food furnished aboard ships.

Phone Main 344.

Whalen,

thorn's claim about six miles from recent decision of the appellate court

Grady, N. M., took up most all of the in Interpreting the law as permitting
time of the court last week. The oral betting, opens the way to a
whole affair seems to have been a schedule race meeting for this year.

neighborhood
squabble, 'caused by
one man trying to Infringe 'on the
'
'
rights of another.
Attorneys Scott and Terrell represented the state and Attorneys
l,
Coors and Askren of Eos-we- ll
represented the defendant.'
The court had considerable trouble
in securing the desired cumber of
jurors.
"'

;

Hock-enhul-

Interpretation of the race law has
been submitted to legal advisors of
the tracks and the result of the conference will depend upon the views
of the lawyers. These are expected
this week and a meeting will be ha'.d
to determine the stand to be taken. 'by
the track managers.

"Could you 'learn to love me?
"I don't know," replied the girt.
"What Is your particular system of
Ya'ie instruction?"

YALE WONT DO if.
New Haven, Conn., Feb., 24.
will not adopt a system of number-

ing players on the football team.
to a statement made by Captain Henry Ketcham. The proposal
of the Intercollegiate rules ' commute recently that the various teams
decide for themselves whether or not
to number their players is decided
so far as Yale is concerned. While
spectators might gain by the easier
Identification of players, Captain
Ketcham believes that the numbers
would aid in giving away plays.

T

;

NO IMPORTANT
DECISIONS.
Washington,"
Feb. 24. The

Fowler Preps

CAWTHORN IS ACQUITTED
BETTING MAY OCCUR. Clovis, N. M., Feb.' 24. Ihe tria'i
New York, Feb. 24. Managers of
of the State vs. Jona Walter Caw- - various metropolitan, raca tracks are
thorn for the murder of Prank Eh expecting to hold a, meeting Bome
lem in last September rn Mr. Caw- - time this week to decide whether the

PREACHER
MOVES OFTEN.
DISEASE
TO REGISTER
New York, Feb. 24. Reports that
Denver, Feb. 24. The senate today
the Rev. Dr. C. F. Aked, the English
passed on third reading the bill by
who was called to the Fifth
Senator Reynolds rtqulring physicians pastor
Aevnue
Baptist church, popularly
to register all cases of tuberculosis
known as "Rockefeller church," sevwith local state health authorities. It
eral years ago, and who recently
passed 22 to 10. It already, bad moved to San Francisco to
accept the
passed the hoiiBe.i

The senate recefed a joint communication from the Wyoming state legislature asking the Colorado legislature to enact legislation for the protec
tioii: of migratory birds. The senat
refused to concur in the house amendment to the banking bill providing
that with the consent of the state
bank commissioner, a bank could pay
more than four per cent on time deThe original bill provided a
posits.
fixed rate of four per cent.
The house passed the bill providing
that the state meeting of the assessors shall be held this year, the second Tuesday in March, and thereaftet
on the second Tuesday In. February,
Instead of late In the summer.

&

pastorate of a. Congregational church
there, may return to New York, are
revived, here. It was reported' that
Reformed
Avenue
the Madison
church, at which Dr. Aked preached
a sermon yesterday, was seeking his
return here. Dr. Aked denied any
knowledge of such effort and said he
expected to return to Sun Francisco.
COURT HAS JURISDICTION.
Feb.
24
The suWashington,
preme court today decided that the
federal district
court in Southern
California had jurisdiction; 'to hear

the suit of the Home Telephone and
Telegraph company to enjoin the enforcement of the telephone rate ordinance In Los Angeles. The district
court was reversed.

suBOLTON GETS JOB.
Feb. ' 4. President
preme court linally concluded lis anWashington,
nouncement of decisions today with- Tatt today nominated Jai;
,1. Bol-toout any on the state rate or in other
to be surveyor of customs for the
important cases pending.
port of Sioux City, Iowa.

Toe That Rocks the Cradle.
Unique and probably the most primitive cradle rocking device ever seen
or employed In any part of the world
Is the one that has been adopted by
the matter-of-fac- t
squaws of the Kwa-kiu- tl
tribe of Indians now living
island, British Solumbla.
The mother performs the double duty
of spinning and rocking her infant,
enugly packed in a hollowed out cradle
stuffed with cedar bark strips suspended from the limb of a sapling.
This is about the most realistic representation of the old nursery song,
"flock-a-by- ,
Baby, in the Treetop" bo
far known.
The most striking part, however, is
that tne IndIaa mothpr usea h!r bIg
toe as the motive power.
With ft
cord attached to the bent limb and
the other end wound around her toe,
ebe swings her dangling offspring to
and fro, leaving her hands entirety
free for weaving. Christian Herald.'

Mice Didn't Care.
Little Dorothea is one of those ehil.
dren whose danger signal Is silence..
Wben she is still, she is in mischief.
The other day her mother became
aware of the quiet which boded trouble. She was about to look for the
child when, at that moment, I)wothfia
came In, her face rosy with
happiness
and her mouth covered with crumbs.
"Where have you betn, Dorothea?"
nuked her mother.
"What are you
eating?"
Cheese," said the young ludy,
calmly
"Cheese? Where did you got it.
dear?"
"In the niouf trap."
"In the mouse-trap!exclaimed fcor
mother, horrlflnd,
"O, yeth!"
"But what will the mice do?
They
won't have any cheese."
"O, dey don't care, mamma! IV
was two moufles in de trap, and
didn't care a bit"
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I like to get my hands on
though!" ejaculated
landlord,
She
Mrs. Regan, with deep yearning.
stood conversing across the low railing that divided her back porch from
the next one in the Garibaldi flats.
"Wouldn't I, just! Him talking so
smooth and pleasant and nodding his
head: 'Yes, Mrs. Regan.' 'Certainly,
Mrs. Regan!' as though his mouth was
full of butter!
"I was Just going through the basement of the laundry, when I saw him
talking to the janitor and the janitor
a calling him Mr. Phelps as polite as
could be. It flashed over me here was
my chance.
"I went right up to him when I
heard the name. 'Are you the Mr.
Phelps that owns the building?' says
I.
'Are you the landlord?' 'Yes,
madam,' says he, kind of startled like.
Mr. Kelly, the agent being sick, I
thought I'd come around myself and
hiive a look at things.'
" 'Well,' says I, 'I'm glad to have a
few words with you. Not wanting to
say anything against any one when
he's not here, I won't tell you how that
man Kelly has deceived and browbeaten me and said 'yes' and acted 'no'
to a few simple little requests I had
to make. If that man Kelly was to be
asked his own name point blank he'd
say it was Jones just because he hates

that

TURKEY

IN

THE OPT.IC

Picturesque Occa'sion Occurs Weekly
In Constantinople When the Sultan Goes to Pray.
Constantinople. One of the most
picturesque sights in Constantinople
Is a Selamllk, or sultan's levee, a ceremony which takes place weekly.
Those invited under the
reign had seats in a pavilion which
faced the mosque and thus saw the
arrival and departure of his majesty
when he went to pray on Friday, the
Mohammedan Sabbath.
Nowhere out of Constantinople do
more nationalities jostle each other,
and the color and variety ot dress is
amazing. The hill leading to the
mosque where I attended a Selamllk
was a blaze of color, writes Lady Jep-so- n
in the Queen.
Cavalry and ma
rines, foot soldiers and sailors lined
Mr. Rastus I'ze muzzled de dog. the road, and behind these stood
An' now I'ze waitin'.
Turks, Serbs, Bulgars, Greeks, Levan- Mr. Acker For what?
Mr. Rastus To see if dey's gwinter
go de res' o' de way an' see to de
puhtection o' us human beln's. Et
deyll fix up some way o' muzzlin' ei
bin' feet o er mule, de'll sho'ly stop
er heap o' damage.
INF0RMATI0N

WANT

of Negro Lion Tamer Met
With the Decided Disapproval
of English Judge.

Method

Lady Helmsley was a witness in an
interesting case heard at York, in
which a negro lion tamer named Albert Maccomo was sumoned for cru
elly terrifying a lioness, and Albert
ilanders, menagerie proprietor, of Old

ham, was summoned for permitting
the animal to be terrified, says the
jLondon Pall Mall Gazette.
Manders was at tho York Martin(mas fair, la November, and Lady
alelmsley was told by one of the at
tendants that the Hones3 had already
paused the death of one man and at
tacked two others, and that Maccomo
(would at the period of. bis Ilia enter
tbe cage.
Lady Helmsley described Low the
animal was frightened by noises and
into the cage of redty the insertion was
bo disgusted with
hot bars. She
the performance that ehe left and re
ported the matter to the police ,
Further evidence was called to show
that the man entered the cage for a
lew moments, firing blank cartridges
while he was inside.
Manders was fined 20 shillings and
casts, and Maccomo 10 shillings and
'
costs.
".
i

.

- Great Virtue.
There Is no greater everyday virtu
than cheerfulness. This quality Iti
woman Is like sunshine to the day, or
gentle renewing moisture to parched
'
herbs. The light of a cheerful face
diffuses itself and communicates the
happy spirit that Inspires it.
The sourest temper must sweeten
In the atmosphere of continuous good
humor. As well might fog and cloud
and vapor hope to cling to
landscape as "the blues" and
moroseness to combat jovial speech
and exhilarating laughter.
There is no path but will be easier
traveled, no load but will be lighter,
no shadow on heart or brain but will
Ifft sooner in the presence of a determined cheerfulness. It may at
times seem difficult for the happiest
tempered to keep the countenance of
peace and content, but difficulty will
vanish when we truly consider that
sullen gloom and passionate despair
do nothing but multiply thorns and
thicken sorrows.
-

Strange, but Not Incredible.
Montenegro has a law ordaining that
any found valuable shall be placed
where the loser can find It. The fact
suggests an anecdote told of Grimal-di'grandfather In Dickens' life of the
famous clown. On one of his visits to
Leadenhall market with nearly $2,000
In gold and silver upon him "he found
that his Bhoe had become unbuckled,
and, taking from his pocket the bag,
lie placed It upon a neighboring post,
;md then proceeded to adjust the
buckle." Having afterward to pay for
it purchase, he missed his bag of gold,
&nd hurried buck to the post where be
had buckled his shoe. "Although more
s
of an hour had
than
elapsed . . . there it remained safe
and untouched on tho top of a post in
:he open street!" That was in eighteenth-century
London.
s
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TISEMENTS
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Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
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TEMPLAR
Reg
No ad to occupy less space than two
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conclave
sec d Tues-t&sjiular in
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NO. 3, ROY

PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. IJeeta first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledgo, Worthy Ma-- ,
WANTED Plain sewing or work by
Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
tron;
the day. Box GS5, Las Vegas.

Telephone Main

f

t

'

I Li)

v

Monaay eve
in
Castli
ning

Hall.

Visltiai
Knights ar cord)
ally invited. Ch

'J ntt

1

Liebachner,

Chan-

cellor Commandes
Keeper of Records
.

Harry Martin.
and Seal.
F.

o; E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cord
ally invited to attend. A. M. Adlet
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary

L. O. O. MOOSE

LOCAL

an

TIME

CARD

EAST BOUND

Arrive

No.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No.
102 Mees every Monday night at No.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglat, avenue.at No.
8 o'clock.
are
Visiting
J. C. Wertz,
cordially weleome.
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary; No.
No.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.

For Sale

vr

329.

Meets second

eaoi
fourth Thursday evening
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlsltini
brothers cordially invited. Dr. B
J. ThorniUl
W. Houf, Dictator;
Secretary.

Wanted

1

1

1

ery

Regular con

a.

Depart
9:10 p. m..... 9:15 p. m
11:05 p. m
11:05 p. m
2:10 a.
2:05 a. m
2:10 p. m
1:45 p. m

2....
4

a

8

FOR SALE Household furniture, one
10
dining room set, 2 bed room suites,
one range, one heating stove, 1 brass
WEST BOUND
bed, four rugs 9x12, 2 center tables,
1:45 p.
.
1:20 p. m
one Davenport, five willow rockers,
6:15 a.
.
3.
6:10 a. m
pictures, ete. All in first class con:
4:30 p. m
No.
7.. . 4:20 p. m
dition, good as new. 102 Pecos ave7:00 p. jl
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA No. . 9., . 6:35 p. m
nue, Phone, Vegas 20S.
Meet
of
at
Sweet
Forest
in
the
Water,
Sultan
of
the
brotherly
Mosque
ATTORNEYS
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
Constantinople.
FOR SALE 23 cases of good eggs
on
the
second
and
fourth
Fridays
$5.50 per case or 20 cents per doz
tines, English, Americans, Germans
HUNKER & HUNKER
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
and Russians.
en. Meridian Restaurant.
H. Hunker Chester A. HinU.
George
which
G.
Clerk.
tales
Laommle,
Stewart, Consul;
Many were the curious
Attorneys-at-Lamembers are especially
teached us of Abdul Hamid. He lived BABY
Visiting
C.
S.
New Mexie.CHICKS, pure bred
a
Reds,
Las
served
Vegas.
said,
on
eggs,
they
chiefly
welcome and cordially Invited.
fine
lDc.
the
12c
stock
would
extra
it
good
pens,
require
la Coq, because
Also P C. Reds and Barrel Rocks
skill of a Borgia to poison them. His
DENTISTS
terror of assassination was bo abject
by special ord';r American Standard J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
exI. O. of B. B.
Meets every first
that he never left the Yildiz palace
India Runner duck eggs,
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
for $1
cept to say his prayers once a week
in the vestry
month
of
the
Mrs.
Tuesday
Geo.
Crockett Building.
Cit. Kan.
TuJor,
a
I'sage
he
employed
and
at his mosque,
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 Office Telephone
Main 11
monmediaeval
"taster" like any
are
m.
brothers
o'clock
Main 1W
p.
SALE
Visiting
FOR
Bedroom furniture anu
House Telephone
arch.
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
as all the world
The
upright piano, all in good condl
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
tlon. Apply M Optic.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
knows, was and is an enemy to progress and reform and excessively narretary.
Dentist
row In his views. The Young Turks FOR SALE Rhode
of any description a
Red
Island
work
Dental
eggs
had a bad time of it under his sway,
for setting, fl for 13, guaranteed. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- moderate prices.
and women a worse one. He enAlso few first class Rhode Island
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 13
forced strict seclusion for Turkish
Red roosters, cheap. H. M. North-rup- ,
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
East Las Vegas, Nt M.
women, forbade them even to leave
913 Lincoln avenue.
the country after they were old enough
Pioneer building.
Visiting memto be veiled, and obliged all respectbers are cordially invited. Richard
When Burton Holmes recently gave
able women to be indoors by sun- FOR SALE New
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
his celebrated travelogue on "Pantwo
Devtne,
stoves,
piano,
hair
her
stand
can't
she
because
just
set.
ama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he
furniture and rugs. Call 1007 Elevnext to this paper.
Even now, under a more enlightenwas seriously interupted by continual
" 'Henry
the
enth
street.
Dilbeck,
plumber
one an.
ed rule, although they go out and
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. coughing of the audience. No
around the corner,' I says, 'is paying
if people with
about the streets disguised in yashand
willingly
noys
1.
at
Meets every Monday evening
particular attention to Mamie and,
mak and ferejeh, the Turkish lady is FOR SALE Wagon, harness, house
coughs, colds, hoarseness and tickling
their hall on Sixth street All visit in throat would use Foley's Honey and
Wifey I want to get a big effect lucky if a spy does not follow In her
goodness knows, she may lose him.
hold
910
one
rooster.
goods and
feeling so awful about the paper and with my new spring gown, dear.
wake ready to report to a jealous
ing brethren cordially invited to at Tar Compound, they could quickly
Fifth street
not being able to concentrate her atGus cure their covrts-hfHubby Don't worry, darling; you'll husband the slightest indiscretion.
aad. cpldsand avoid
tend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.;
G.' cicfiaefer and
O.
tention on him as she ought, men be- get It all right in the bill.
wall
this
a
annoyance.
our
high
One of
party passed
Lehman, V. G. ; T. M. El wood, Red Cross
Co. Adv.
ing so keen on b ing made a fuss
Drug
on his way to the Selamlik, which FOR SALE Or rent, one square piano.
Treasurer
Secretary; Karl Wertz,
over! Any man with a heart, Mr.
bis dragoman informed him was that
Apply 920 Gallinas avenue.
COULDN'T BE WORSE
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Phelps,' I says, 'would feel sorry for
of a harem. "The walls must be
Mamie and not let the price of a few
W. S. Skelton, a merchant at Stan
women
"since
the
said
Turk,
high,"
FOR SALE Horse, harness and two
he would not take
rolls of paper spoil her life, poor girl!
ley,
are so bad."
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and $100.00Ind.,forsays
716 Seventh St
a single box of
relief
buggies.
Inquire
she
the
see
I
don't
why
picked
Though
We waited long in our pavilion for
of eacb Foley Kidney Pills gave him. "I had
fourth
evening
Tuesday
out that shade of red for her hair,
the sultan, and were relieved when at
month Elks home on Ninth street a severe attack of kidney trouble with
even if it is stylish. When will you
last his coming was heralded by men FOR SALE Horses, mules, farming
back and
send the paperhangers, Mr. Phelps?'
and
him
on
before
Douglas avenue. Visiting broth sharp pains through my
seed
wheat
who scattered gravel
and oats.
implements,
up. A single
could
straighten
hardly
Me"He said at once that he'd see and
D.
P.
was
handInvited.
a
ers are cordially
the hill. Abdul Hamid
Right prices. Inquire Erb and
box of Foley Kidney Pills entirely restarted to go, but I stopped him. I
some old man with refined features,
Exalted Ruler; B. W. Con- lieved me." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Elroy,.
restaurant.
Blsmark
Westerman,
said that besides the gas stove and
a prominent nose and a good carriage.
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
don, Secretary.
the paper and the pantry shelves I
He was dressed simply and he wore
wanted the floors done over and new
As he drove past
no decorations.
window shades and new gas fixtures
the troops cheered him In a strange
-in the dining room like they have at
low key, unlike any other hurrah 1 FOR
RENT Suite
housekeeping
Mrs. Casey's in the next street, and
have ever beard. It is etiquette that
20c per 100 lbs.
rooms, first floor, electric lights.
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
that there ought to be a new carpet
all eyes should be cast down as the
BOS Main.
25c per 100 lb.
down the front staira. All he did was
Each
to
Delivery
2,000 be.,
1,000 Jbe.
mighty sultan goes by.
30c per 100 lbs.
nod and say 'yes' and agree with me
Behind Abdul Hamid the ladies ot
20O lbs. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
and I told him that he was a gentle40c per 100 lbs.
his harem drove in closed carriages, ROOM FOR RENT Mrs. Van Petten,
50 lb, to . 200 lbs., Each Delivery
man with sense and Kelly might well
but they did not enter the mosque,
80S Seventh street.
50c per 100 lbs.
Each Delivery
lbs.
Lea
M
than
take a lesson from him.
women In Turke yhaving no souls!
"When I was opening a closet door
FOR RENT Cheap, chicken ranch
to show him where I needed new
MAY
FORM UNION
with 4 room cottage furnished, also
FIREMEN
hooks he opened the front door and
3 room cottage. Call 417 Eighth St.
slid out
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
perey i haven't-aw-beequite my Boston Hose and Ladder Men to Talk
"I waited and waited a week for
Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Pamous.
Lasting
Over Plan to Have an
tho paperhangers and the new stove self of late, you know.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
I
hadn't noticee
Kitty Indeed?
and things and nothing happened,,
Organization.
and then I looked In the telephone any improvement.
book and called up Mr. Phelps' office.
Boston. Boston's firemen are con- FIRST class room and board. in- No dealing with that Kelly for me
sidering a Btep that may earn for them
quire 1112 Douglas Ave.
LUCK
GOOD
when I can get the owner!
the distinction of being the first ol
"What do you suppose I got? Some
any city In the east to affiliate
with organized labor.
The
suip of a girl says; 'Mr, Phelps left
word to tell Mrs, Regan that he'd gone
members of the department the hose-me- n
j.ndlml Aak your lmvviN. t- - .
to the middle of Africa for ten years
and laddermen have agreed to
1r? i"'!
to
be
. r
t.nd was likely
a
delayed gettln'
i
meet to decide definitely whether ot
no (hw. Iln,
Tk
V
back and for Mrs. Regan to please see
V-- '
to
want
affiliate
the
with
not they
moSo
Mr. Kelly!'
American Federation of Labor. It is Aw H r """own M hkam, i,,VtT"?5
i.r?M ,11.1.1.
"Kelly! You can't trust any of 'em,
bulk of the firemen will
the
B DRUiSISIS
believed
SOID
UEEni'KlEE
I
tell
to
Mr.
like
I.
wouldn't
Put
says
favor such a step. The promoters of
Phelps what 1 think of him? He's
the movement explain that, while the
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all et
worse'n Kelly!" Chicago Dally News,
proposed organization will be a reguP.
MACKEL
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most
lar labor union there will be no dan.
Tit for Tat.
AND 8IGN PAINTINO
HOUSE
members
arbitrary
of
Its
making
ger
In one of his witty Thanksgiving
That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to someoae
demands upon the city for Increased
lardwood Finishing. Paper Hanging
addresses Sonator Depew once said:
ot
less
a
much
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never hear of
uid Olsjing
pay or shorter hours,
"Our forefathers went to Thanks"walk-out- "
when
called
"8"
your property unless It were advertised here.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
giving service on Thanksgiving mom
fire.
on
shoulders
their
OWt
blunderbuses
Plans
ld
Town
with
Others, who read and ana er ads. In this newspaper want (a&d
and both eyes peeled for Indians and
Ball
Slang.
Uses
Parrot
are anxious to pay cash tor) books, automobiles, nsed machinery
at that got many an arrow wound en
P- a- "Put the salve!
nufah.ii.
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical Inroute, and left many a scalp behind.
Take your
over!"
C4RSIAGE
them
"Can't
There's
AUTOMOBILE,
thus.
truth
no
Is
longer
"It
struments.
were
base'" "Your control's rotten!"
AMD
In the little boy's dictum.
Charles
Policeman
'did
of
the
some
the
things
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyeis, of all pos"'Pa,' said the little boy,
SIGN PAINTING
after
The Parson Do you say your pray Calhoun's parrot burled at him
Indians settle itinorfca?'
sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best
sible
a
to
" 'Yes, my son.'
tars regularly?
escaping from its cage
N.
baBeball
a
Rastus Every night. I sleeps U a5w ledge. Calhoun is
"'And then, pa, we Bottled the In429 GRAND AVE.
plaver in the Bummer.
a folding bed now, 8h.
didn't we?' "
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CHAPTER
MASONS

vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at T:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.
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" 'Look at my gas stove!' I says.
No.' I says impatient, for Mr. Phelps
looked around the basement kind of
wild, as though he expected to see the
Btove there among the laundry tubs,
it ain't here, but I'll be glad to show it
to you! Here am I, working myself
to skin aud bone trying to keep the
nickel on that stove bright and it
looks like old junk.' And he up and
says he won't furnish a new one because this was new last year. And
me asking him polite and gentle for
new shelves in the pantry every time
I've laid eyes on him, and him saying
he'd see about it and he hasn't!
These shelves are two inches too wide
for any shelf paper and I'm a neat woman and I don't like dust over next
He You Bay that all you want is
the wall, even if it doesn't show!
home and a good husband. 1
a
Mr.
to
Phelps,' cangood
you,
'"Now, I put it
furnish you a good home.surely
I says, 'is that any way to treat a
can you furnish me a
She
But
tenant as pays prompt each month?"
husband?
good
anMr.
indeed!'
no,
Phelps
'"No,
swered, breathless like. 'If you'll ex'
HUBBY GOT IT
cuse me
" 'Just a
minute,' I says, taking him
by the arm. 'While you're here I want
you to come' upstairs and look at the
wall paper in my parlor. I've had
Mr. Kelly look at it every time I've
Been him and he's agreed that I should
have it done over and then he doesn't
do it! Of course. I picked it out when
I came in and that was all right, but
how did I know my daughter Mamie
was going to get a craze to have her
hair dyed that reddish tint? You can
seen for youself, Mr. Phelps, how red
hair won't go at all with this pinkish
paper. Mamie has an artistic temp'ra-men- t
and she says every time she has
to come into this room it makes her
feel faint and she Is neglecting her
piano practice something shocking

NO.

KNIGHTS OF
THIAS Meet

y

'iiW

1

LODGE

OORADO

munication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Wm. p. Mills.
H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

WANTED
f

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A. M. Regular com-

Five

"

Too Bad.
"What makes Willoughby look
woebegone? Disappointed in love?"
-- Yes."
' " ;
"Who got the girl?"
"
"He did."

dinners

SHORT ORDERS AND RECULAK
THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN A P. LE ALWAYS HANDLED

A

COLUMN
RATES

AND CAFl

HESTAURlxVT

L0;iiBY

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

i!"k(v

Proud of Them.
We can no longer think, with Pericles, that good report for a woman
means a minimum of any kind of report about nor, whether for good, or
evil, nor with Dr. Johnson that when
she speaks in public she Is "like a pig
standing on its hind legs; It Is not
that she does It well, but you are sup
Urined she can do it at all." We are
.s proud of our famous women as we
re ot our famous men, and some ol
Ifce very best speakers In the world
loday are women. University

THE

CHAPMAN

to tell the truth!

CRUELTY

IT

CEREMONY

ODD

BAILEY.

"Wouldn't

Dinner as a social institution hai
een so sedulously attacked by gas
Uronomic experts In recent years that
the banquet has been held responsible
tor many untimely deaths of public
One of the most conspicuous
wen.
statesmen in America was said to
tave been killed by dining out. The
consumption of course after course
upon a menu Is held by various authorities to be Inconsistent with long
life and even with continued health.
Now, all these notions, according to
Dr. R. S. Levenson, are based more
or less upon delusion. Discoveries
In the physiology of digestion during
tie past dozen years do not discredit
They
the modern dinner, he says.
vindicate it. Man has unconsciously
established a routine of courses in the
dinner that takes thorough cognizance
ct the physiological principles upon
which digestion is founded. Take, for
instance, the elaborate gowns worn by
the women and the evening suits by
the men, the floral decorations and the
music. There is no doubt that each
of these items serves the purpose of
composing a generally favorable stage
It has been
setting for digestion.
shown in recent yeurs that the moods
created by these details have a directly favorable bearing upon the performance of the digestive function.
Current Opinion.
CALLED

STEP FATHER

SHE HAS A GRIEVANCE

Physician Declares That Appurtenances and Menu All Tend to Promote the Digestion.

COURT

r
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LOCAL NEWS

Hunt's Quality Fruits
Peaches

CiiHsml

Apficots

CiUsmi

Light autotobile lani;.
o'clock rthis evening.

Bartlett Pears
Cherries
pre-par- fi

GccJ Fsr
Coed

Fsr

Qsod For

at

Garcia was

se-

Brea.kfat

BOOSTING

NOVEL

re-

arrested

Family Ramje
J

ASSOCIATION

PRICE
M. C. A. PREPARES TO SEND
ADVERTISING MATTER ALL
OVER THE CONTINENT

WON STATE PRIZE
Ad?.
The winners of the "Jennie Brice"
Is the Las Vegas Y. M. C. A. a
Rev. Father M. A. D. Rivera is se- contest have been decided upon and
the
for the city. The fact that
names
booster
won
who
have
of
those
riously ill at SL Anthony's hospital.
been published; the Las Vegas Y. M. it is at least doing its best is now
C, A. won first place In New Mexico, being established. All the correspond
S?tn;fay night at ?;15 o'cim
The
Ladies Mutual Improvement club ence stationery bears information
f.ie aiarm was turned in frotu 10
San
of
Juan won second and Miss about Greater Las Vegas, but the
street.
U)
The alarm
Eighth
Clara Mitchell Wood of Santa Fe newest boost contrived by the asso
ba false.
third. The prizes were: First, $50 ciation are the stickers which are to
be pasted on every mailed letter or
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged second, $23, third, $15.
The winners of the first prize in parcel sent from the Y. M. C. A. The
in the wood. Direct from the distil
lery to you. At the Lobby, of course, the United States was the Sorosis stickers are round in shape with the
club of Fort Worth, Texas, the prize Y. M. C. A. triangle in the middle and
Adv.
was $500. The second prize, $300, was the sentence, "Live in Las Vegas, New
The Fraternal
Brotherhood . will awarded to the First Christian church Mexico, where summer is like one
meet tonight All members are re- cf Louisville, Kentucky, and the third long June day," printed around the
quested to be present A social pro prize, $200, went to St. Matthews P edege. In the triangle is the follow
E. church social club of Homestead ing, "The only Y. M. C. A. is here.
gram will follow the business
Kansas. Out of all the contestants How 'bout that boy?" Opposite the
about 15 Y. M. C. A.'s were represent triangle on the left side the words,
Word has been received here to the ed. Four of these took the first prizes "Come out, the climate's fine' are
effect that D. 3. Osmond, formerly of in their states. Two of them were printed and on the other side "Forty
this city, died in Denver last week. the Phoenix Y. M. C. A. in Arizona thousand acres of land that will grow
Mr. Osmond was well known here in ana the Las Vegas Y. M. (J. A. in anything, nearly" is inscribed.
The stickers are on the whole a.big
New Mexico. The contest was an en
local business circles.
tire success and much interest was boost for the city; no doubt people all
Leonard and Cousins are installing manifested all over the country dur over the United States will read
another saw mill on their sale area ing the time it was on. Arizona and them when they are sent out
Another t3st, that is for the as
in the Pecos national forest reserve. New Mexico especially reel proud over
sociation alone, is the lead pencils
When It is completed they will then their success.
otten out by Secretary Le Noir
have two mills in operation.
These are the regular cedar kind and
UP F03 LIE BILL
i
The Optic received the following on them is printed, "Sharppen this
A new postofflce has been created
on Saturday afternoon. pencil and begin figuring on joining
communication
Raw-D.
Mexico.
J.
New
j
at Mesquite,
the Las Vegas Y. M. C. A., built to
too late for publication:
been
has
postmaster
appointed
lings
men not money." The institumake
1913.
Las
feb.
N.
19th
M.,
Vegas,
at that place. M. II. Miera has been
tion has been doing a wonderful work
a
was
left
women
here
the
there
first
and
at
Pino
appointed postmaster
Charles Kallesor has been appointed of this week for California, she had lately and every citizen of Las Vegas
been doing dirt in the way of Slander, can push it along as much as possible
postmaster at Gardiner.
a lew .Months ago sne applyed for a to make it a huge success, knowing
he is helping boost Las Vegas.
Special meetings continue at the Job of Housekeeping on Eight Street.
Christian tabernacle this week each and was refused, since then she has
in her time slandering those THREATEN CHILDREN'S
LIVES.
evening at 7.20 o'clock. The interest put
respectble
People? if she comes back
manifested has been encouraging.
Kansas City, Feb. 24 Detectives
Come tonight and hear a good sermon to this Town she will be apt to sign constantly are on the watch at the
home here of George H. Mudge, a
by F. F. Grim. Subject, "Are You a lie bill.
son of H. U. Mudge, of Chicago, presiAwake?"
TO MAKE INVESTIGATION
dent of the Rock Island lines, it was
The
board of trustees of the Las learned today. Mr. Mudge last
r.e
to
The bowling pame scheduled
played at the Elks' home last Satur- Vegas land grant has entered into an Thursday found a letter, left wadded
day afternoon, between the bankers agreement with the representatives of in a pill box in his doorway, threat
and a picked team, was called off, the National Trust and Savings com ening the lives of his two small
the teams not showing up for the pany of Salt Lake City, Utah, under
No demand for money was made
contest The new bowling league which that com par y will make an inwill be formed on the first of next vestigation of the Sanguijuela irriga- and Mr. Mudge says he cannot action project upon the grant, with a count for the threats unless the
month.
par
view to determining its feasibility. ties
sending the letter intended to
The actual construction of the tele- If the investigation proves satisfac- follow it with another making such a
to the company's representatives demand.
While he was" inclined to
phone line from Pecos town to San tory
Geronimo ranger station will com- it is supposed that the corporation look upon the matter as the work of
of the a joker, he took the precaution to nomence March 1. A branch line will will undertake the completion

prod

Fruit Salads
Desserts

We Have Them

J. H. Steams, we.
THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

The Gem Supreme

CHRISM

BY

6:31 Sunday afternoon for drunkenness and
today was sentenced to 15 days in jail
by Judge D. R. Murray, at the judge's

residence. Judge Murray expects to
Try a dram of Old Taylor
be at his office the latter part of the
at the Opera Ear. Adv.
week, having practically recovered
Extra choice cranberries 10 cents from his illness.
per quart at Charles Rosenthal's.

;ist pure fruit, crtwro in California's scnay orchards,
caa. cooied in natural frnit juice aid pure cane sugar.

is

Encarnaclon

i -

Good Eating
Gt'dfornii

John Thornhili, who has been
riously ill for the past week, is
ported to be improving today.

M

A

i
i

,

,

,

:

& Co.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
FROM

IS MADE

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

Atlfca Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

JUST TO SEE WHAT HAPPENS

J. C. JOHNSEN

SANBOR.NS
Coffees or Tesxs
WHEN YOU ARiE TIRED
Just Try

Mounted Policeman McHughes lias
returned from the neighborhood of La
Liendre where he went late last week
to investigate the cutting of fences
upon the ranch under lease to James
Whiunore. McHughes discovered the
identity of the cutters and informed
them that they had committed a peni
tentiary offense. They were frightened and promised never again to molest the fences of Mr. Whitmore or
any other person. District Attorney
Ward says that an investigation is
being made of the fence cutting in
the Mineral Hill neighborhood. There
has been some fence cutting at San

"I much prefer Steam Laun- dry service to home 'launder-

the color Is better and
the clothes last longer."

(EL

ing,

This is the remark we hear
every day, and it pleases tts
and repays us for the effort we
have made to bring our

All

Them-Tha- t's

FIRST NATIONAL' BANK
OF LAS VEGAS.

GRAAF

OLD.
Md., Feb. 24.

J Lj
J
lOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
.

W

-

ft'

D

Las

RETAIL
tAttil

1

2

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE

H

UTS

..7oc

gallon..

$1.35

Give

IS NO

LYE

Veas Steam
Laundry

Jr

f

DUALITY F

I

s

11

L.

"THE

KINO THAT IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour

J. H. STERNS.

Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.
Some four years ago we adopted the name

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
We did so because we believed that then as now we were
conforming to theibove, main principles of modern dairy-jnj- ?
designed to prevent the entrance of bacteria into the

milk

'''.'."V

.','

That we were right was proveD in the government inspection of the next year (not made public at the time) in

which we scored the highest chiefly because our cooling and
bottling room was at the required distance from dwelling or
stable.
.

The very unsanitary yet very common condition of exposing milk to
the air of the dwelling house becomes more apparent when we consider
the powor of milk to absorb the bacterias of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold in B few minutes. Almost every dwelling has disease bacteria of one kind or another In it some time or another. Then the dust and
odors from the cooking and living and sleeping rooms passing through the
doors Into the attached milk room makes the cleanest dwelling not ever) a
clean plfce for milk until it is bottled and scaled.

it a trial and

I you will be well pleas

ed.

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY

FPED e:

cokbett

Pivp.

South Puclfic St.

ACT IS CONSTITUTIONAL.
"Washinston, Fob. 21 The federa'.
1
"white slave traffic act" of 1910, was
upheld as constitutional' today by the
miprome court of the United Stales K
McKenna.
in an opinion by Jm.
i

j

IN THE CAN

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling and Aerating Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.

sizes

gallon

Y2

Mrs. Newson was born in Georgia.
Her husband died 29 years ngo, aged
77. The
ciipe had 15 children, ten
grandchildren and 15
.
and

-

SSI

Phone Main

Lb s Vegaa

SWASTIKA COAL
HOLES ALE

In posWestminster,
session of all her faculties, Mrs. Mar-garDorey Newson, mother or is
children, yesterday celebrated the
one hundredth anniversary of her
birth.

Our new iresh hot air drying
is the only sanitary way of
drying clothes, then we iron
the flat pieces wash, dry and
iron the flat work.

TRY US ONCE

It comes in

IS 100 YEARS

Deposes

ALL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

d

-

Tim a

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?

right-hande- d

ROUGH DRY

& HAYVARD CO. STORE

interest PaiJ on

White Beauty
Cooking Oil?

right-hande-

535,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

AL

Chicago, Feb. 24
per
sons formed the congregation at a
South side Methodist Episcopal church
Tonight at 8 o'clock regular senior
last night. They had been called to- class.
gether to hear a plea for school instruction that tended to make the
ansaKasasESH
world ambidextrous.
Ushers used the left hand in greet
Have You Ever Tried
ing those attending the service aad
the pastor, the Rev. William Albert
Frye, took advantage of the occasion
to criticise those who held that
persons are in any way su
ptrior to those who just as naturally
use the left baud. He found fault with
the dictionary which says that the
woid implies uselcssness, weakness
and lack of skill. He mentioned RiAjo
it is one of the GREAT-ES- T
Marquard and Tyrus Cobb as
helps in the culpersons superior in their
work to any
men in the
inary department of
occupation of baseball playing He
said that the crown prince of
the home to be USED
many and most of the crowned heads
.or Europe were ettner
INSTEAD OP LARD.
or
ambidextrous.
Left-hande- d

,M

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits

Junior class 4:30 o'clock.
Basketball practice.
Baptists 7 to 8 o'clock.
Christians S to 9 o'clock.
Methodists 9 to 10 o'clock.

LEFT-HANDE-

N

Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

Y. M. C. A.

4
THE PREACHER INFORMS THEM
MANY GREAT PERSONS ARE

into popularity.

IE

TOMORROW

at the

SON

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assasi'aut Cashier.

WORSHIP
CHURCH

at a

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.

tify detectives.

IN CHICAGO

Vegas.

Ueronimo.

TRY
CHASE

ru nalong the divide between Bull project.
Creek and the Tecoolte. The Mineral
Hill farmers intend to connect with
SOUTHPAWS
this line which will bring them into
with
Las
telephone communication

Reliable Range
Low Price

A small payment puts one in your home, Satisfaction
guaranteed.
A large stock of second hand ranges always on hand.

j

ft

$25.00 io $35.00

y ; MERIT

jl

"The Coffee Man"

!

EVERYCODY READS THE

US

312
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